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1971 McDougalL Memorial Lecture

MANKIND AND CIVILIZATION T SOTHER CROSSROAD

by NORMAN ,. DORLAUG*

8 November 1971

Once again the "Naked Ape" -Homo sapiens L- stands at a

crossroad. Before deciding along which road to proceed, he hesitates

and glances behind at the long road he has trod.

He is both amazed and proud of the tremendous progress he

has achieved as he manoeuvred and advanced along the pit-fall laden

trail of human survival during the brief period he has inhabited the

* Wheat Program Director, CIMMYT, Mexico
Winner of the Nobel Prize for Peace, 1970



planet Earth. Within the last s senting a short 5 million

years as measured on the gec amembers emerging

from the bush somewhere in sc.- st Africa, n his

back legs and beginn to assume the role cT iiuuu iviorri s

so-called "Naked Ape". With a club in on _.nd a rock in the other,

he stalked animals and became a carnivore. For a long t .uggled

survival as a hunter and Jierer under the hostile e on-

mental pr sures dispenserl by a other nature. More

once J: nembers ha.ving seen

other species perish, because c adjust -

cicr7_ iment. They have 1 oste

fragmted hi_ ry of xistencerecord the b-u-

During his lor period as a hun social progre

negligible. Survival itself was man s o ent e Then

his helpmate, neolithic woman, only about ut..)0 years ago, invented

iculture and anim ushmnri-t-,, This brought new hope. T+ su red

tod supply and li en )a. . Survival became les:

problem. The quality of human life improved. It gE for

pleasure and time to think. There was time to develop his intellect,

a society and, subsequently, a culture.

The discovery of agriculture an nal husbandry brought in

its wake the specialization of

working ane crafts were developeu and these proaucts were
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ed for food. These activities soon gave to trade, com-

.nd small industries. And so, pro --t-3ively, societies based

on villages, citi evolved.

The N2kec :. .Ieles, physically too weak to ac-

riy of to do, So he harnessed first

animal power: .7y wind-power, water power, steam

Po -; y atomic power. Combining

transpi

uilt great industries, powerful

which permitted him to roam. the

- its surface, and in the air

.:fficient land transports to

6. how to put fellow men

man discoveries that made life

atifying and en- Among these were the

dis- ies o y diseases ; had plagued and scourged

hin he be inning of time

ntrol of dise and the --sultant drop in death rates,

combine t reliable fooc y, hum opulation growth soared.

more co

oros f-.7.1S on --

above eloped ranid.

so the conti-

on the moon and bring them safely back to the ear

eveloped the arts, letters, , and sports for his own

enj He learned how to trans . se messages and events to

fell irst through written messages and prin.ted pages and later

along nd eventually
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The population monster looms ahead and now threatens to obstruct

further progress, and even to erode progress already achieved, unless

tamed.

Ironically all the forementioned tremendous progress has been

achieved by the Naked Ape even while repeatedly dissipating much of

his talents and energies inhumanely and wastefully in warfare against

his fellow man. Even though he has tried many times in the past to

find the magic formula for a lasting peace, he has not succeeded. Time

and time again peace has proven to be ephemeral. He has, however,

finally succeeded, despite his folly, in building something approaching

a world civilization. Even more recently an infant world-wide

inter-governmental organization: The United Nations, and its family

of satellite service organizations, including FAO, have come into being.

They are charged with the responsibility of further improving the Aot

of mankind and to continue searching for lasting peace.

The speaker is privileged today in having an opportunity to deliver

this lecture paying honor to one of the founding fathers of the Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Dr. Frank Lidgett

McDougall, for his contributions toward building a better world.

All these events that have taken place along the tortuous road of

human progress over which the Naked Ape has travelled, flash back to

him now, as he hesitates and reflects before turning forward again to

make the necessary decision as to which road to choose, at this,

the most complex series of cross-roads and inter-sections that he has
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ever encountered along the highway of social evolution. He realizes,

as he now meditates his decision that the world civilization has split

into two factions -the privileged world of the developed nations and

the impoverished world of the developin.g nations. One is living a life

of luxury never before experienced by man outside of the proverbial

Garden of Eden; the other still lea.ds a life of misery built on poverty.

Discordant voices cry out to council him now concerning his choice at

the next crossroad.

Man's choices at the early crossroads, before he had developed

a complex society, were relatively simple. In fact the early choices

were made automatically d inadvertently in response to the biologic

imperative: "evolve and adapt, or perish", impcsed by a hostile,

ever changing, env' _It. Having been richly endowed genetically,

the Naked Ape adapted beautifully to each of the barriers imposed,

whereas many of his contemporary species being less well endowed

genetically, flunked the test and became extinct. One great advantage

that man had over all other species was a brain and mind that could

reason and improvise. 71rithin certain relatively narrow limits this,

over a long period of time, permitted him to modify the environment

to better serve his own needs. Thus, through the combined ability of

being able to evolve favorably in re sp onse to these selection pressures

linked with his ability to modify modestly certain aspects of the environ-

ment, man -in a short span of time on the geologic clock- was able to

build a very complex world civilization.
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world's population, live in poverty and misery without the basic ameni-

ties to live a decent, human life. What can be done to correct this si-

tuation? Correct it we must, or the world will disintegrate into social

and political chaos . There are many people who are concerned about

this situation, but most want a simple answer to the complex bc,

social and economic problems that now threaten to stifle future human

progress. I assure you there are no simple, easy solutions to these

complex problems. We must attack the problems from many different

angles if we are to provide a decent standard of living for all who are

born into this world. The first step toward achieving this end is to

recognize the various facets of human needs and activities, and how

they impinge upon one another. Among the different aspects of the

problem that must be considered, are:

Population pressure and population growth.

,i'ood and fiber requirements.

. Housing and clothing requirements.

Medical care requirements.

Employment opportunity requirements.

S. Educational requirements.*

7. Transportation and communication requirements.

o Energy and power requirements.

Non-renewable resource requirements.

Recreation requirements.

11 Environmental safeguard requirements.



It is apparent, from a glance at this imposing list of human needs

that there is no simple single action that can be taken to solve all of

these complexities. It is also readily apparent that one factor, namely

population pressure and growth directly affect all others.

In the remainder of this lecture I will devote most of the time to

comrnenting.on the food and fiber requirements and what can be done

to solve this problem and how other aspects of human activities impinge

upon this most basic of all human needs. I will touch briefly on several

other aspects within the limits imposed by time.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FOOD IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIVILIZATION

Civilization as it is known today, could not have evolved, nor can

it survive, without an adequate food supply. Yet, food is something

that is taken for granted by most world leaders, despite the fact that

more than half of the population of the world is hungry and even a larger

proportion malnourished.

Man seems to insist on ignoring the lessons available from history.

Man's survival, from the time of Adam and Eve until the invention of

agriculture, must have been precarious because of his inability to

ensure bis food supply. During the long, obscure, dinaly defined

prehistoric period when man lived as a wandering hunter and food gatherer,

chronic food shortages must have forced man to expend virtually all of

his energies in struggling to feed himself, and thereby precluded him

from developing a sedentary way of life. 'Under these conditions the

growth of human population was also automatically slow because of the



limitations on his foo des.
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re rac on dating systern that
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we know none of these benefactors of manl ne. has

' een within the past centur,, speci in the ias i5 years
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in case of need. These graa-12.ries should be strate ca ocated in

different geographic areas so as to simplify logistics in time of emer-

gencies. And these food reserves must be made available to all who

need them - and before famine strikes, not afterwards. Man can and

must p event the tra edv o a ine in the future instead of merely trvi

with pious regret to salvage the human wrecka

without extenuation, if we permit future famines. Humanit cannot

any longer tolerate that guilt.

The destiny of world civilization depends upon providing a decent

standard of living for all mankind. It has been said that "Universal and

lasting peace can be established only if it is based upon social justice.

If you desire peace, cultivate justice". Almost certainly, however,

the first essential component of social justice is adequate food for all

mankind. Food is the moral right of all who are born into this world.

Yet today 50% of the world's population goes hungry. Without food,

man at most can live but a few weeks; without it all other component

of social justice are meaningless. Therefore I feel that the aforementioned

guidiai q-inciple must be modified to read: If you desire peace, cultivate

justice, but at the same time cultivate the fields efficiently to produce

more bread; otherwise there will be no peace.

Perhaps no one in recent times has more pungently expressed

the interrelationship of food and peace than Nobel Laureate Lord John

- 12 -

of Food Reserves, financed b nations, should be es ablish d for use

e of the famine, as he

has so often done in the past. We will be .u* ence,
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Boyd Orr, the great crusader against hunger and the first Director-

General of the Food and Agricultural Organization, with his famous

words: 'You can't build peace on empty stomachs". These simple

words: of wisdom spoken twenty two years ago are as valid today as

when they were spoken. They will become even more meaningful in

the future as world population skyrockets and as crowding, social

pressures and stresses increase. To ignore Lord Orr's admonition

would result in worldwide disorders and social chaos, for it is a fun-

damental biological law that when the life of living organisms is

threatened by shortage of food and crowding, they tend to swarm and

use violence to obtain their means of sustenance.

It is a sad fact that on this earth at th date there are still

two worlds: "the privileged" and 'the for rorld", as far as food

availability is conce

The privileged Jorld consists of the affluent, developed nations,

comprising 25 to 30% of the world population, in which most of the

people live in a luxury never before experienced by man. The forgotten

world is made up primarily of the developing nations, where most of

the people, comprising more than 50% of the total world population,

live in poverty, with hunger as a constant companion and fear of famine

a continual menace.

THE CC7:77,7PTI' T.TD GENESIS
OF i G.REE.!.1 ,EVOLUTION

When the Nobel Peace Prize Corr.n-rit'cee designated me the reci-

pient of the 1970 award for my cont ibution to the Green Revolution,
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there been any appreciable increase in yield or production of the pulse

or legume grain crops, which are essential in the diets of cereal con-

suming populations. Moreover, it must be emphasized that thus far

reat increase in proclEcfln has been in irrigated are s. Nor have

.1.1 cereal farmers in the ivrigated areas adopted 7-nd benefited from

the use of the new seed and the new L-.)-7e-z.theless, the

number of farmers, small as well as large, who are adopting the new

seeds and new technology is increasing very rapidly, and the increase

in numbers during the past four years has been phenomenal. Cereal

production in the rainfed areas still remains relatively unaffected by

the impact of the Green Revolution, but significant change has been

made in several countries during the past three years.

Despite these qualifications, however, t ernendous p ogress

has been made in 'increasing cereal production in India, Pakistan and

the Philippines during the past three years.. Other countries that are

beginning to show significant increases in production include Afghanistan,

Algeria, Brazil, Ceylon, Indonesia, Israel, Ir Kenya, Malaysia,

Morocco, Thailand, Tunisia and Turkey.

Before attempting to evaluate the significance of the Grí ,evo-

lution one must establish the point of view of the appraiser. Ylie Green

Revolution has entirely different meanings to most people in the affluent

nations of the "privileged wcrld" than to those in the developing nations

of the "fo

In an aiiuent, industrialized nation such as the USA., only 5% of
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the labor force is engaged in farming and ranching. Each farmer pro-

duces enough food for himself and 45 others. The consumer's food bill

represents only 17% of his take-home pay. Surpluses of wheat, maize

and sorghum are commonplace; cattle, swine and poultry are fed and

fattened on cereal grains; meat, fish, milk, eggs, fruits and vegetables

are within the economic reach of most of the population; well balanced

diets are more or less automatically achieved, and cereal products

constitute only a modest portion of the "daily bread". Consequently,

most of the people in such societies have difficulty in comprehending

and appreciating the vital significance of providing high yielding strains

of wheat, rice, maize, sorghum and millet for the people of the de-

veloping nations. Understandably then, the majority of the urbanites

in the industrialized nations have forgotten the significance of the words

they learned as youngsters: "Give us this day our daily bread". They

know that food comes from the super a ket; and only a few see beyond

to the necessary investments, to the toil, struggle, and frustrations

of the farmers and ranchers on t he land who provide this daily bread.

Since the urbanites have lost their contact with the soil they take food

for granted and fail to appreciate the tremendous efficiency of their

farmers and ranchers who, although constituting only five percent of

the labor force in a country such as the United States, produce enough

food for their nation as well as 1 -tities fo

Even worse, urbanites often voc-iZerously criticize their govern-

ment for attempting to bring into balance the agricultural production
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of its farmers with the domestic and foreign market demands for farm

products while simultaneously attempting to provide the consumer a.n

abundant food supply at reasonable cost. At the same time governments

must assure a reasonable return to the farmer and rancher, if they are

not to drive the smaller operb.tors off the farms and into the slums of

the large cities.

The new challenge for agriculture in the USA and other developed

nations for the 1970's is to re-educate the city dweller on the importance

of the farm and food production; to teach them that farmers have a love

for the land and for nature, that is not newly discovered like that of the

urbanites, who are noi,v activists in the wildlife movements; and that

the farmer also knows something about the environment. The urbanites

must be shown that thé farmers are not despoilers and waste s of

national resources as they are so often desc:_--5.b.d by the popular press

today.

Contrasting sharply, in the developing countries, represented by

India, Pakistan and most of the countries in Asia and Africa., 70 to 80%

of the population is enga culture, mostly at the subsistence

level. The land is tired, worn out, depleted of plant nutrients and often

eroded. Crop yields have been low, near the starvation level and

stagnant fo- ::ies Hunge: 7ails and survival depends largely

upon the annual success or failure of the cereal crops. In these nations

both, undernutrition and malnutrition, are widespread. They are a

constant threat to survival and to the attainment of the genetic potential

for mental and physical development. The diet consists primarily of
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cereals, which provide from 70 to 80% of the calories and 65 to 707o

of the protein Animal proteins are so scarce and expensive

,as to be beyond the economic reach of the vast majority of the popu-

lation. Sixty to eighty percent of the consumers' expenditure goes for

food. Although many of these nations were self-sufficient and some

were exporters of cereals before the second world war, they are now

net importers, victims of population growth outruning agricultural

production. There is little possibility in these countries of expanding

the cultivated area to cope with the growing demand. The situation

worsens if crop yields remain stagnant while human numbers continue

to increase at frightening rates.

For the undervi,rileged billions in the forgotten world, hunger

in despair, the Green Revolution seems lile a miracle inat

has g.-.,ierated new hope for the future.

The significance and magnitude o :--ipact of the s

lor

Green Revolution is best illustrated by changes in cereal production in

India, West Pakistan and t he Philippines. In both India and Wes'

Pakistan the rapid increa.se in yields per hectare of whea.t has

the major thrust of E ; n. Increases in rice yields

also have played a rnajor role in West Pakistan but up to now only a

minor role in India. Increases in maize production have played a

modest but significant role in expanded cereal production in both India

een a ion an tion has all too often lurked

arby shadows. To millions of these u: "- wh-
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and Pakistan, and increases in rice yields and production have been

largely responsible for the change in cereal producL;-_-,_ to now in

t he Philippines, Ceylon and Indonesia.

The Green Revolution in India and Pakista.n, which is still largely

the result of a breakthrough in wheat production, is neither a stroke

of luck nor an accident of nature. It is not due to favorable weather

as Paddock has claimed. Rather its suc based c-,7.7_ research,

the importance of which is not self ident ;: first glance. For, behind

the scenes, halfway around the world in Mexico, were two decades of

aggressive research on Lhat not only enabled Mexico to become

self-suffe2_ ;ith respect to wheat produ ut which also paved

the way thdLctly for d increase in whe __.oduction in other

countries. It WaS i L:±o that the high-yie_:±i-:, ±Iexican dwarf

varieties were designed, bred a There, also wa.s de-

he new production t which permits these varietis

whei'.. properly cultivated, to exp-...-Ss their high genetic grain-

potential, in general, th mong

tall-strawed varieties.

There are no miracles TT. production. Nor is there

such a thing as a mira.cle variety rice or maize which can

serve as an elixir to cure all ills of a ,7.griculture,

Neverthess, it is the Mexican dwarf wheat varieties and their newer

Indian and Pakistani derivatives that have been tle principal catalyst,

or as Dr. Lester Brown has referred to them "The motor of change'',
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which triggered off the Green Revolution. It is the unusual breadth

of adaptation, combined with high genetic yield,efficiency in the use

of heavy doses of fertilizers, and of irrigation water, combined with

a broad spectrum of disease resista_nce that had made the Mexican

dwarf varieties the powerful catalyst that they have become in launch-

ing the Green Revolution. They have caught the farmers' fancy, and

during th.e 1969-70 crop season 55% of the 6 million hectares sown

to wheat in Pakistan and 35% of the 14 million hectares in India were

sown to the Mexican varieties and their derivatives. This area in-

creased further during the 1970-71 cycle in both countries, as well as

in a number of other countries of the Near East and North Africa. This

rapid increase in wheat production was not based solely on the use of

Mexican dwarf varieties; it involved the trasesi.- j'rom Mexico to .7-).22T-:_s Lan

and India of a whole new production technology that enables tte se va-

rieties to attain their high yield potential. Perhaps 75% of the results

of research done in Mexico in developing the package of recommended

cultural practices, S:.,cluding fertilizer recommendations, were directly

applicable in Pakistan and India. As concerns the remaining 25%, the

excellent adaptive research done in India and Pakistan by 1.77.d5--- d

Pakistani scientists while the imported seed was being mu1tip7±i,d, pro-

vided the necessary information for modifying the Mexican procedures

to suit Pakistani and Indian conditions more precis

Equally as important as the transfer of the viable production

package comprised of the new seed and new technology from Mexico to
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India and Pakistan, was the introduction from Mexico of a Crop-Pro-

duction Campaign Strategy. This strategy harnessed the high grain-

-yield potential of tie new seed and new production technology to sound

gov1.-il-nenta1 economic policy rhic. ,.vould assure the farmer a fair

and s aò1 price for his grain in relation to price of inputs, the availa-

bility of the necessary inputs: seed, fertilizers, insecticides, weed killers

and machinery- and the credit with which to buy them. Collectively

this strategy and the inputs became the base from which the Green

Revolution evolved. The only other ingredient necessary to provoke

rapid change was to demonstrate widely- on farms the benefits of the

new production technology package. This rapidly established the re-

ceptivity of the p farmer, and destroyed the myth of his ultra

conservatism and resistance to change.

Never before in the history of agriculture has a transplantation

of high-yielding varieties coupled with an entirely new technology and

strategy been achieved on such a massive scale, in so short a period

of time, an.cl, such great success. The success of this transplantation

is even-:, of both great scientific and social significance. Its success

depended upon a o r t in which good organization of the production

program was combined with skillful execution by courageous and ex-

perienced scientific leaders.

1. The Effects of the Green Revolution on Wheat Production

Experimentation with dwarf Mexican varieties was initiated in
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both Indiz, ::c1 ?-kist in 1963 and continued in 1964. Results in

both countries we promising. Consequently in 1965, 350 and

250 ton.g of seed of -1,iiicPn dwarf wheat varieties were imported

into and India, res.: vely, for wide-scale testing on farms.

Agai:_,, T 'esults wer - promising and India reacted by import-

ing 1._ 1-66, A year later, Pakistan imported

42 th:_:.zand tons. t3e imper tRtions, the revolution in wheat

production g y in both It was the first time in

history that such huge quantities of seed had been imported from distant

lands and grown successfully in their new home. These importations

saved from three to five years time in reaping the benefits from the

Greu -ution. It was not a wild irresponsible risk as has been

implied by Paddock, Ehrlich, Perelman, Yarton and Armstrong.

It was based on scientific evaluation. The results have fully justified

the decision.

During the past four years wheat production has risen se ctacularly

in both countries. Using as a base the pre-Green Revolution crop year

1964-65, which produced an all-time record harvest in both countries,

the production in Pakistan increased from the 1965 base figure of

4.6 million tons to 6.7, 7.2 d 8.4 millions of tons, respectively, in

1968, 1969 and 1970. Productior are not yet available for the

1971 harvest. West Pakistan became self-sufficient in wheat production

for the first time in the 193E; 1-arvest season, two years. ahead of our

predictions. Indian wheat production has risen from the 1964-65 pre-Green

Revolution record crop of 12.3 million tons to 16.5, 18.7, 20.0 and 23.2
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ilion tons du: 1969, d 1 971 harvests, respectively.

India is approaching self-sufficiency y reached it in the

ent 1 971 .est,

heat ear,. uction had

7 doly would have attained self-sufficiency

_en more rapidly, because,

with a 6 ontinuir _f rices con: . . heat was substituted

for rice.

The introduction into West Pakistan of the high yielding dwarf

rice variety TR8, developed by the International Rice Research-Institute

(/RRI) in t

it highly pro(

id prouu

va as bee

v.rith the new technology that makes

re, has also _ ior.-Lenal increases in

_ng t1 pa.st two years. Unforturely, this

E..dapted to curra tic conditio,- monsoon

areas of India and in East Pakistan and ti-__. pre h modest

impa re wer varieties such as IR _ which are

orne and Investments ii ftnuts

only greatly incro.:..: d food production, but L. also has had many indirec,

effects on both the farmer and the economy. It is estimated tha.1

farmers who are c;1_-:..vating the new Mexican

the recol-,--7,-ded practices have increaseu

.-,orne from 37 dollars per he with the local varieties to

lollars with the dwarf Mexican varieties. 11)1.-,. ,e past four

now being mi promise to correct this siLuaLi

and Pakistan has notThe heat production
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countries are now also being sow:;1,

B. Tubewell developme

s of tubewell

3tan in order to exp

the control of irrigation water. It is
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as of rainfed wheat in both

h'exican va eties.

L,,unk by farmers in both

L.rigated area and improve

total o 70,000

harvests a total equiv:E.:!.... nt of 3.0 dollars and approximately

1.1 dollar: .)een ?;ross agricultural production

of India respectiveiyi as the result of the increase

1965 base. The injection of this

,ncrease Ln the ecc s has had many

effects. Recent studies L . C. Gilpatric and I.J. Singh, by M.S.

Randha7.7 in India and by Retugio Rochin in West Pakistan indicate

that small farmers -2 to 5 acres- as well as large farmers

.:_ enerally have "huge" farms of 20 to 30 acres- a.ve received

benefits from the new technology. Although the greatest impact has

private tubewells were sunk du ' 969-70 crop season in India,

which b-i-oL 7..4 million hect of additional land under con-

trolled irrigation. This h not onL, expanded the food production

but serves as crops largely free of the

vagaries of rainfall. It is estimated that at present less than half of

the it. --dia has been developed.

tubeLs hay ..ad another highly beneficial indirect effect

in both Lndia and Pakistan. They have brought clean water for drinking,



bathing and laundry purposes to millions of peop] eviously had

relied on the foul multiple purpose village water tarus. which jointly had

'served the needs of both humans a.nd buffaloes.

C. Fertilizer use

If tl-e high-yielding dwarf wheat and rice varieties were the ca-

talysts that ignited the Green Revolution, then chemical fertilizer was

the fuel that has powered its forward thrust. The responsiveness of

the high-yielding varieties has greatly increased fertilizer consurnption.

The new variet!..,.,,..s e..,.ot only respond to much heavier de-

lizer t',7. the old ones but are also much more efficient ii. its use.

The old a1l- st raw e d varieties would produce 10 kilos of additional

grain for each kilo of ..: api:i, the new varieties can

produce 20 to 25 kilos ., of addi». ain per kilo of nitrogen

applied. Consumption of nitrogen fertilizer ir ndia has increased from

58,000 metric tons of nutrients in 1950-51 3 thou- nd 1.2

million metric tons in 1964-65 and 1969-70 crop cycles, respectively;

and about 60% of.

consumption is ap

fertilizer currently being

and domestic p needs of n .'.or 1973-74 are 3 million

and 2.5 million metric tons, threefe7.,-.1. increase

in consumption and a erotion. Thes
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as produced' domestically. Phosphate

half that of nitrogen. A large part

for wheat. Ti targeted consumption

targets mutt be atta ,roduction of 129 million metric

tons of cereal is to be re

D. 3
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Mechanization of aE e )idly follow he brear tgh

in wheat production. Prior to the first big 107 rop in 1968 unsold

tractors accumulated at the tw- "actori.- ther

prospective purchasers muf. _ cation for them and wait

one or two years for delivery. re factories, with an output

of 18 thous:=.1 7 .._ per year are now producing tractors, 35 thousan

units were 'Led in 1969-70.

The tr.7--.»Lf.onal method of thre Iding out the grain with

bullocks, followed by winnowing, is now for threshi .g tl

increased 'vo17.1.rne of wheat before th 3et aonsoon rains.

Consequentl, .cens of thouse.nd "hines have been

and sold by hunt small L. shops during

the past four years. A -:-end cor the loss of crop after

harvest is minimized. It has. ':-, - ::-.:1dil:r..,-... ..-inefit of ç adc:'...'.,_:,a1

employment in many new, village f..1,u I- S. I th... i s

are still needed in order the till anc ecesE

losses. In 1971 the cns set in one month earlier than norma

while threshing was far from con

loss in quality was experiencecl

In those areas most affe

ith the result that considerable

been an increased dc labor, resulting ir ' wages and

actual sho- labor at the peak se

. The Effect on

:ation ha ery importan
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the intens on of cereal production. When small mec ical

-eshers rei bullocks for thres ig, the bullocks are releaSed for

use in the tin__ d epar-ntinn of the land for the next is crop.

This for timely p Dn of land is also one in reasons

for the surge in de- -1'I for tractors. of the new

hig1yieldi:',ties, Anation with hea.vy ap-

pli tions of chemice the tim owing was relatively

important because mited primarily by low level of

available r expect to harvest

about one metric ton oi whea _ (r-:::71) season and about

1.5 metr nf Paddy durini_ kha-_) season, or a

total of tons of grai] hectare per year. But by using

th farieties, ferti1:121 sowing at the right

LuU ig the fields properiy; the same farmer c now

rvest 5 tons c Iheat d 7 tons of paddy per hectare from the same

land, a total of 12 metric tons of food gr per year, as

he obtained with the old varieties

done at the optimum time, however,

ons and that of rice to 4 tons per

hectare, a -oduction of 7 tons per year instead of the 12 tons

obtainable when all ope: ions are done properly and at the right time.

Dgressive farmers now use triple cropping, in-

voL)_ eat-m rice, e-potato or three consecutive

S 0: lcreasing the intensity of
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cropping, both food production potential and employment are increased.

Yields should now be calculated on the basis of kilos per hectare

per year rather than on the basis of kilos per hectare per crop.

The increased mechanization in cereal production has tended thus

far to increase rather than decrease the employmep 2tunities

for labor and, above all, it has helped to reduce drudgery 7,, 5 icrease

the efficiency of human energy, in India in particular.

4. Effect on A ro-Businesses and Consumer Goods

Millions of farmers who have successfully grown the new wheat,

rice and maize varieties, have greatly increased their income. And

this has stimulated the rapid growth of agro- industry by increasing the

demand for fertilizers, pumps, motors, machinery and othe r materials

d services.

Farmers in many villages are investing in better storage facilites.

In some locations brick houses are beginning to replace those made of

rammed earth. More electricity is being used to light the houses and

to drive the motors on the wells. There also has been a rapid increase

in demand for consumer goods.. The purchase of transistors and radios

for use in the villages has increased rapidly, and thereby the government

for the first time can effectively reach the remote villages with educational

programs. Sewing machines, bicycles, motor scooters and motorcycles

are co to the villages, and truck and bus service between villages

is improv

. Effect on Infrastructure and Government Services



The Green Revolution has forced the Indian government to improve

y of its public services. Although there was an extreme shortage

of regular storage space for the first record-breaking wheat crop in

1968, the government improvised satisfactorily and very little grain

was lost. During the past two years, stimulated in part by criticism

by farmers cl the press, warehouse capacity has been expanded greatly

to pr-_,vide adequate otorage for the increasing grain production. The

are demaìd.ing better roads, better public transportation and

better schools; and they are beginning to get them. Thus the divorce

between intellect and labor, which the great Indian leader Mahatma

Ghandi, over40 years ago, regarded as the bane of India's agriculture,

is coming to an end.

The changes brou - the Green R' H- cl have illus-

trated by the vast improvement of wheat production in India, have had

similar effects in West Pakistan, Ceylon, The Philippines and Thailand,

although the effects in different countries were produced by changes in

different crops or combinations of crops.

Although the contributions of the Green Revolution to increase

food production are considerable and highly significant, they are,

nonetheless, modest in comparison with the magnitude of present global

needs. The greatest obvious achievement is the rapid increase in cereal

production during the past four years, and the generation of a climate

of confidence in the developing nations with regard to their capabilities

of achieving food self-sufficiency. Perhaps even more significant,
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however, is thc. orgz ';udes itch

companied the increases in ce re

The All-India Coordinated Whea m which

is largely responsible for thA ped

in.to one of the most extensr -

programs in the world. Its success has generated confic- sense

of purpose, and '- ;.c) The current agronomic research on

wheat in India equ-. best in thP world. The breeding program,

also one of the best, tE div ied and aggressive;

already it has produced several varieties - urpass in performance

those ially introduced fro-- xico in ioo. Ti,vo newe -

of India z_ va::--ieties are already bej grown extensively a

-,:i_cdon. The first -,)up was derived from sele, 'ons rr.

- . ceived from The

are leedur s from cros in India

-.:an a ieties- The rapidit n Pn

of these new varieties h:: diversF.i

resistance to anc. re ni mizes the menace of des-

tructive disease epidemics if and when changes occur T rasitic races

of the pathogens.

Contrary to a widespread and erroneous opinion of Paddock ,

Harlan and Per& he na.1 rnported

L'rorn Mexico definitely EA.L.LL ce

than the local Lndian
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are ever id of a different genetic te

an either ndesin dian wheats or the original introductions. This

es the threat but cannot completely eliminate

self-pollinated crop 77:Leh as

'ice, he dal vividly clear by

.1 CI Liriitaiocis c the Green 13-evolution

d destructive er f maize over vast

areas of the of 1970. The stage was set

biologically could he bee 'sP,s+-ous epidemic in 1971.

Neve esca,ped s,--* - e because of a dry

mmer, not because of the rpaement of the susceptible hybrids

with resistant hybrids which will not be possible to achieve until the

1972 r.T.'op season. The only protection against such epidemics in all

CO' , is thi esistant varieties developed by intelligent, per-

sistent and diversified ' programs, such as that being currently

rried on in 'n India. This is coupled with a broad disease-sur-

illance ytei. and a sound plant pathology program, which is essential

junct to eeding program. From such a program, a constant

f nel yielding; e-resistant varieties can be developed

ecl-. ny impc. thogens.

In summarizing the accomplishments of the on over the

past 4 years, I wissl-, ncrease 1'7eexai produc'i-

rice, mai2 whea::, :een
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and highly significant to the welfare of millions of human beings. It

is still modest in terms of total needs. Recalling that 50% of the

present world population is undernourished and that an even larger

percentage, perhaps 65%, is malnourished, no room is left for com-

placency. It is not enough to prevent the currently bad situation from

getting worse as population increases. Our aim must be to produce

enough food to eradicate all present hunger while at the same time

striving to correct malnutrition. To eliminate hunger now in the de-

veloping nations, we would need to expand world cereal production by

30%. If it were, however, as simple as increasing the total world

production by 30%, regardless of where the production is to be expanded,

it could be accomplished within two years by expanding it in the United

States, Canada, Australia, Argentina and USSIt. But 'his would not

necessarily solve the hunger problem of the developing world. Their

weak economies will not permit them to increase their food imports

by 30%.

The economies of the developing nations are largely rural, with

70 to 80% of the population engaged in agriculture, mostly at the sub-

sistence level. The attack on the food production problem must begin

with them. Their production must be increased so that they produce

more grain to meet their own needs, and leave a surplus for sale. In

this way only will they be brought into the economy as prospective

customers for industrial goods. They, then, will begin to exert a

stimulatory effect on the economy of the country as a whole.
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If present production could be expanded rapidly by 30% in the

developing countries -which I believe is possible based on recent

progress of the Green Revolution- so as theoretically to eliminate

world hunger, the hunger problem as it now exists still would not be

solved. There remains the unsolved socio-economic problem of

finding effective ways to distribute the needed additional food to the

vast underprivileged masses, both the urban and rural landless, who

have little or no purchasing power. This is still the great unsolved

problem with which the eonomists, sociologists and political leaders

must now come to grips.

I am convinced that if all policy-makers would take sufficient

'-terest in population control and in aggressively employing and ex-

ploiting agricultural development as a potent instrument of agrarian

prosperity and economic advancement, many of the social ills of the

present day could soon become problems of the past.

Criticism of the Green Revolution has become a popular pastime.

Perhaps it reflects the feelings of some who had predicted famine and

doom for the hungry nations and, consequently, cannot yet forgive the

new strategy for being successful. Some critics have said that the

Green Revolution has created more problems than it has solved. This

I cannot accept, for I believe it is far better for mankind to be struggling

with new problems caused by abundance rather than with the old problem

of famine. Certainly, loyalty to the status quo in food production -

when being pressured by population growth- cannot break the chains
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that have bound the p_. o poverty and hung

One must ask:

Is it just to criticize the Green

with its recognized accompliE.---. .3, ilure to correct all the

socio-economic ills c rrlc'. 'chat have af:'-.; - ted from the

days of Adam and Eve up to the -

Change we must, or we will r s a species just as did

the dinosaurs in the late Cretaceous.

The Green Revolution is a cha: ion, but

it has not transformed the world into U a.f.e ne kee

aware of its limitations than those xrted it and foug r

success. But there has been solid accomplishm nt, as I have already

shown by concrete examples. I ied to indicat rious

cators and comn-lunication agencie,

television.

Unfortunately in virtually a

has been an overabundance of plannir

and an under execution of plans.

to developing organizational structures

g the press, radio an

opporturi-H,es for capitalizing that

were d d the new methods that wer above

all, I cannot emphasize too strongly th further p..

on intelligent, ed and persistei Thrt b3 DVE

leaders, statesme, scientists,

-evelo tg natior

devel

so been

.ojects..All of
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responsibility for providing a decent standard of living to all who are

born into this world.

The continued success of the Green Revolution will hinge, how-

ever, upon whether agriculture will be permitted to use the inputs

-agricultural chemicals- including chemical fertilizers and pesticides,

both absolutely necessary to cope with hunger. If agriculture is denied

their use because of unwise legislation that is now being promoted by

a powerful lobby group of hysterical environmentalists -who are pro_

yoking fear by predicting doom for the world through chemical poisoning-

then the world will be doomed but not by chemical poisoning, but from

starvation.

But one must ask: Can this sort of folly, with its resultant

disaster, really happen among the educated people of the developed

nations? My answer is yes, I believe it cane There is still within

man some basic animal instinct that all too often urges him to join and

follow leaders of a hysterical movement, in much the same way that

most individuals in the arctic lemming population, under severe

population pressure, joins the suicidal march to the sea. But, what

led to the present crusade by the hysterical environmentalists, and

how did it gain its following and power?

The Environmentalists - and their Myopic Disastrous FolicLai.
Conservation and Agriculture,

The people making up the so-called environmentalist movement

of today are of very diverse origin. The greatest number of this

movement are urbanites who have recently rediscovered the beauties
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of nature. Most of them have lived in large cities for one, two or

three generations. They come from all walks of life. They are lawyers,

doctors, dentists, business executives, business managers, clerks,

teachers, professcr s, factory workers, bureaucrats, morticians,

starlets, news commentators, radio and television celebrities, artists

and politicians. They all have several things in common. Among them

are the concept -that has persisted since their parents, grandparents

or greatgrandparents "escaped from the dreadful life in the country"-

that all people who continue to live in the countryside are dullards and

country rubes. Unfortunately this disdain for rural people still un-

consciously widely persists.

Within the past 15 years there has been -, .-o,-.Ting exodus of

w(visitoi l,r1 vacationeers from the cities into the countryside.

This does not happn now only on the annual vacation, as was the case

before World War II, but happens several or even many times each year.

This change in travel has come about because of: 1) higher incomes,

better transport -most families now have at least one automobile

and many have two-. Moreover, there are now excellent highways, and

more leisure time, because of a shorter work week.

These three factors have combined to change the exodus from

the cities into a flood of people into the countryside many times each

year. The number of trips and excursions into tle countryside is

greatest in the developed countries and especially in countries like

USA, Sweden and other privileged western European countries. It is

also in these countries and especially in the USA and Sweden where the
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environmentalist movement is

We must

the cities as citen as pobsib -

in the environmentalist mov

they are esc, o - _trial

traffic jams, noise, stress, crowding, crime an

sewers, rivers and harbors.

The IIescapeesII who e on vaca ti

rediscovering nature. They are falling in love with the es

fresh air, the clean water of the st-i- . rdure of the landscape,
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That this attitude still prevails is evident from the writings of

Frank Graham Jr., a member of the environmentalist movement and

author of "Since Silent Spring'', "Disaster by Default" and more re-

cently "Man's Dominion". In the latter he states: "An appreciation

of scenic beauty or even a sense of stewardship in relation to the land,

was no part of the spiritual makeup of the settlers".

It never occurs to the environmentalists and members of these

groups that these dullards and de T oilers of nature are the same

people who provide their food, building materials and paper at very

low costs. So the problem, for them, is simple: How can we prevent

nature from being raped by these vicious enemies ?

Fortunately for the environmentalist movement in the USA

-but not for the general public- the organizations with long time ex-

perience in the field of lobbying for legislation for conservation of

natural resources stood ready and captured the role of leadership in

organizing and expanding programs to protect nature. It should be

pointed out that certain of these organizations, such as the Sierra

Club, National Audubon Society and the Isaac Walton League or their

predecessor organizations assisted through effective lobbying in the

establishment of National Parks, National Forests, Game Refuges

and legislation to protect wildlife in the USA.during the critical period,

from the early 1880's through 1918. The citizens of the USA and the

world are indebted to them for the role they played in these worthy

movements, but it must be pointed out that many individuals, such as
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Gifford Pinchot -who were not members of these organizations- made

equally great contributions. Moreover, these organizations -with lack

of tutderstanding- have claimed that the legislation they sponsored

is what has saved the bird life in the USA. This is a gross oversim-

plification of facts. The various Audubon societies were instrumental,

beginning as far back as 1862 and continuing through four decades in

having legislation passed in many states to prohibit the slaughter by

meat hunters of the passenger pigeon and many other bird species.

Despite such legislation the passenger pigeon continued to be

slaughtered to a point where it became rare by 1905 and extinct by 1914.

It was not only the passenger pigeon that was being slaughtered by the

meat hunters to fill the protein needs of the large cities, but also many

other species, classified today as song birds in the USA. Graham, in

Man's Dominion reports "Visitors...told of seeing robins hung up for

sale in strings like onions". "...meadowlarks, blackbirds, sparrows,

thrushes, warblers, vireos and even woodpeckers could be found hanging

beside robins and bobolinks in the (meat) stalls". This slaughter went

on well into the first decade of the 1900's, but had begun to tapper off

before the legislation of the Model Acts of 1900, and 1905, and long

before the Migratory Bird Act of 1913 and 1916.

The prime factor in saving several of these bird species as

well as wild ducks and geese from possible extinction was not so much

these legislative lai.vs but the production of cheaper and better sources

of meat to cover the consumer needs in the large cities. The increase
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None of the various conservation orga
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Indirectly unwise legislation coulcl o with whPther

will be political stability or .aaos ia ..7orld. The pres,

day Ifnew aristocraticII environmentalists of T'A eith
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of the USA, and it was the re where I learned firsthand about the over-

simplification of the cliché "in balance with nature". To this day I

enjoy nature, the luxury of undisturbed wilderness, forests, mountains,

lakes, rivers and desei s and their wildiife. But I also know that

the greatest danger to their perpetuity is the pressure of human

population. I worked for several years in the chemical industry, and

was one of the first American scientists involved in research on DDT.

I assure you, however, that neither I nor the organization which I

represent, have had any financial support or assistance from any

part of the chemical industry for the past 27 years and, consequently,

are not influenced by any of their lobbying. For the past 27 years I

have been engaged in the struggle of trying to assist the developing

nations to improve their agriculture and expand their food prcduction.

In Balance with Nature - A Biological Myth

The current vicious, hysterical propaganda campaign against

the use of agricultural chemicals, being promoted today by fear pro-

voking, irresponsible environn-le lists, had its genesis in the best

selling "half-science-half -fiction novel" Silent Spring, published in
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1962. This poignant, powerful book -written by the talented scientist

Rachel Carson- sowed the seeds for the propaganda whirlwind and

the press, radio and television circuses that are being sponsored in

the name of conservation today,but which are to the detriment of world

society, by the various organizations making up the environmentalist

movement.

It is both sad and unfortunate that Silent Spring was the last

book which was written by this gentle, great scientist and authoress.

She had previously contributed so much to the understanding of the

beauties of nature in the best sellers "Under the Sea Wind" and "The

Sea Around Us".

"Silent Spring" was not typical of her gentle, kind nature. It

was a diabolic, vitriolic bitter one-sided attack on the use of pesti-

cides, especially insecticides and weed killers. DDT was the main

villain. She made no mention of the importance of DDT in protecting

our food and fiber production. What was even worse was that

she made no mention of the great contribution of DDT in bringing;

malaria - one of the worst scourges of mankind- under control.

Silent Spring has become the Holy 'vVrit of the environmentalist

movement. This distorted, oversimplified book of biologic half-truths

is now required reading in many high schools, thanks to the 'influence

of our environmentalist organizations. Rachel Carson has become a

martyr.

The moving forces behind the environmental movement today
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include.The Sierra Club, Nr.,.t»-. ludubon Society, Isar '"71ton

League, The Boone a_nd C Tlub and the new legal:

movement:
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advertisements in The New York Times on Sunday March 29, 1971-

headlined "Is Mother's Milk Fit for Human Consumption?" was espe-

lective. It stated that DDT had :_ound in mother's milk.

o na-ention was made of the fact it was present at very low levels.

Of course no mention was made of the fact that caffein, nicotine or

alcohol in small quantities might also be present milk

when she drinks coffee, smokes cigarettes or drinks cocktails.

Nevertheless, the report of detection of DDT in mother's milk pro-

voked indignation and brought in much financial support.

Previously both, the Environmental Defense Fund and the

National Audubon Society had stated that DDT causes cancer, even

though the Surgeon General of the U. S. Public Health Service has

stated: We have no information on which to indict DDT as a tumorigen

or carcinogen for man and, on the basis of the information now available,

I cannot therefore conclude that DDT represents an imminent health

hazard".

The gravest defect of Silent Spring was that it presented a very

incomplete, inaccurate and oversimplified picture of the needs of the

interrelated world-wide complex,. problems of health., food, fiber,

wildlife, recreation and human population. It made no mention of

the importance of chemicals such as fertilizers and pesticides for

producing and protecting our food a.nd fiber crops. Nor did it mention

that by producing more food per unit of cultivated area more land would

be available for other uses, including recreation and wildlife.
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Certainly the greatest inexcusable error of omission was that of

neglecting to mention the valuable role DDT has played in bringing

malaria under control in many countries.

Silent Spring convinced the general public that the use of pes-

ticides -and especially DDT- was upsetting the "balance of nature"

and was doing great damage to wildlife, especially birds and fishes.

It implied that a number of species were facing extinction because

of its use. Moreover, it left the impression that agriculture really

did not need insecticides if it changed its methods. It indicated that

farmers by adopting a system of extensive mono-culture, have made

their crops more vulnerable to pests than necessary. According to

this expert, farmers have compounded their errors more by

applying insecticides in attempting to kill insect pests and in the

process have generally only killed off the predators, parasites and

pathogens that normally kept the insect under control, and thereby

only further upset the "balance of nature". Moreover, according to

the author, insects have invariably soon developed resistance to the

insecticide. It implied that, by shifting to other suitable insect

control measures already available, that the losses from insects

could be kept under control without chemicals. Let us examine this

general hypothesis:

The Parade of the Species

I am incomplete agreement that we should try to preserve all

forms of wildlife as part of our heritage, as far as it is possible to do
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so. On the other hand, let us not become egotistical to the point

of assuming supernatural powers. A glance at the book of rocks

tells us of the impotency of many species, including man against

the forces of nature. Yet it is incredible that only a few, if any,

of the leaders of the current environmentalist movement have

studied paleontology and the "parade of the species'', in the geologic

past. Spencer estimates that 99% of all the species that have lived,

since the candle of life was first lit on the planet earth about 3.2

billbnyears ago, have flunked the adaptation imperative: "evolve

or perish'', and consequently have now become extinct.

The in-Iplied command: "evolve or perish has been an un-

written natural law from the beginning of time. It is equally evident

in the physical and biological world. Astronomers tell us change

is a universal phenomenon throughout the cosmos. The process

of physical change is most evident within our own solar system and

especially on our planet Earth. Long before there was life on earth

there were countless physical changes in the earth's crust. Repeatedly

mountains were built through volcanic action or by physical shifts in

the earth's crust. The mountains in their turn were eroded away and

the debris deposited elsewhere as sedimentary rock. The oceans invaded

and inundated what was once the land, only to in turn recede again.

Physical changes, of course, continue to reshape the planet earth to

this day.
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The multitude of changes in the physical features of the earth, as well

as in our solar system itself, have repeatedly greatly modified the envi-

ronment of the earth. Climates have changed time and again in many

parts of our world. Vast areas that once possessed tropical climates

have subsequently been covered by continental ice sheets. Areas that

once were blessed with heavy rainfall have become desert and vice ver-

sa. These changes in environments have, in turn, exerted strong selec-

tion pressure on the evolution of all forms of life.

There are Undoubtedly many subtle changes being exerted on the en-

, zcnillent of the planet today that are beyond the influence and control

of man. Man too, however, is exerting strong influence on the environ-

ment. The c effect o: resent day selection pressure of

tl-ye environment, affected both by natural and man influences, will un-

continue to take its toll of some species that are poorly adapt-

ed to the current world environment.

Zim and Shaffer estimate that the 7,t present approxima-

tely 1,100, 000 species of animals, mani of them ve-- 3imple forms, and

350,000 species of plants that currently inhabit the planet earth. Of these,

the United States Fish and Wildlife Service in 1966 listed 33 species of

mammals, 49 species of birds and 9 species of reptiles and amphibeans,

and 38 species of fish in the U.S.A., which were either rare or endangered.

In discussing the causes for reduction in numbers and possible disappea.r-

ance of these 129 species, the destruction of the habitat and disturbances
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resulting from man's activities were paramount. Pesticides were men-

tioned as possible contributing factors in only two cases. In the past

three or four years there has been much propaganda, but little con-

vincing scientific evidence, put : d by environmentalists indicating

that DDT has contributed to the e of the Bald E?gle, Peregrine

Falcon, American Osprey and California Condor. not need

a thin egg shell hypothesis due to DDT to ' the reduction in the

population of these The t .=.7. the matter is that many or-

nithologists had reportec: n populations of these large

birds of prey as far back a T 80's and 1890's, long before the time

. It is almost a forgone conclusion, for anyone who uses some

sense, that one or more of t17. se species is T.1DoIlt 1-,D flunk the

tive "evolve or perish". 1-1.t: t is being _ by the en-

croachment of man. Protective 1 alone will not, in the most

cases, b te to save the -ni.e research, propagation and

good Th-und ga=., management might do so, procz humanpopulation

pre_s L11'1_ habitat are not too great.

Although it is generally the long time continuing effects of changes in

the environment which exert its effects on the evolution and survival or

the extinction of a species, there are many other changes in the environ-

ment that effect the more short term "balance of nature'', among the many

species in a given habitat or ecosystem. These are the seasonal shifts we

are concerned with in producing a_nd protecting our crops or animals. The

cliché "in balance with nature , which is in common usage today by modern
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day environmentalist is very misleading. It implies we would have a fa-

vorable "in balance with nature" to assure the protection of our crop

species if the "balance of nature?' were not upset by man. This, of

course, is not true. Nor is there in existen.ce a: single in balance with

nature ecosystem. Rather there is, within a given area, an infinite

number of local and many merging more extensive ecosystems. None

of them are in static equilibrium. They are in a constant state of dyna-

mic change, responding to the changes in the environment. At different

times, the selection pressure provoking change is drought, floods,

frosts, heat, insect or disease attacks, or invasion of the habitat by

other species.

Early in my career as a forester working in a large primitive or wild-

erness area completely isolated from the infuence of man, I learned of

the fickleness of nature. I have seen 20 forest fires ignited by a single

"dry thunder (electric) storm". Some of these fires started by lightening

destroyed or damaged vast areas of several forest types (ecosystems).

In the same area I have seen 10's of thousands of acres of lodgepole pine

killed by Dendroctonus spp., infestation. The havoc done by the Den-

droctonus beetle should not have happened according to some pseudo-

ecologists, for it was, after all, a native insect pest with its entire army

of natural predators, parasites and pathogens, and consequently should

have been "in balance with nature".

Many times I have seen attempts made to grow cotton without the use of

insecticides in the native home of the boll,weevil in Mexico where all of the

native predators of this insect were present. The results were disastrous.
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Similarly, I have observed cotton grown without insecticides in West

.Pakistan, the native home of the pink bollworm, with all of its natural

predators and parasites presente. In this case also the results were

disastrous. In fact, in both of the cases it was difficult to tell from

casual observation whether the cotton was being grown for the produc-

tion of fiber to cloth man or for the production of feed for a native in-

sect. Nevertheless, in both cases there should have been, according

to our environmentalist jargon, an in balance with nature equilibrium.

I must also point out that modern agriculture - with 3.7 billion peo-

ple demanding food and fiber - has no choice but to grow extensive

areas to a single crop iii areas ecologically best suited to the culture

of that crop. This was not true 5,000 years ago, when there was less

population pressure, so that crops could be grown in small isolated

fields. Nevertheless, we must also recognize that mother nature, even

before civilized man, sometimes took the initiative of establishing 10's

of thousands of acres of even aged single species stands of douglas fir,

redwood, lodgepole and jack pine stands. Most of these pure stands

mono-cultures" to the new environmentalists) were, of course, post -

fire types.

It, therefore, becomes abundantly clear that we cannot relay on the

biologic control alone to protect our food and fiber crops from the fickle-

ness of nature. If left to mother nature wims, we will harvest only one

third or one half of the yield per unit of culti-vated area that can be har-

vested using a modern balanced technological package of practices.
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Dr. s clearly indicated that we must, for the forseeable fu-

ture, continue to control the insect pests

of man, of te cro-7.7 and of -the animals oi which he apends. Insect con-

trol is 'e for there are -Lasects that are

or have been Sant on our main mals and forests. We will

need to use an .11 approach to hold them in abeyance. It is true

that in the past few decadeT spectac-1^x control of a few insect species

777- been obtained with -_-avironmental or other non-

chemical methods i, e. cottony-cushion scale of citrus, the spotted al-

falfa aphid an,: e orm of livestock in Florida. Someday it may

be possible to 1.1.-,c; alternate non-chemical methods to control many of

the insects responsible for the most severe crop and animal losses, but

that day, if ever atta'__- lies far in the future. Today, however, con-

ventional insect' re needed to control 80 to 90 percent of the insect

problems affecting -griculture and publich health. Meanwhile, research

to find new techniques and must be strengthened. Present con-

trol programs must be designed to take advantage of the best materials

and techniques available so as to reduce losses to an acceptable level.

The control methods that are now being studied or used on different

insects includes: 1) the use of natural predators, parasites and pathogens,

2)the breeding of resistant varieties - which may provide long time pro-

tection against some species, but may be ephemeral against other species

which have great genetic variability combined with many generations per

year, 3) the genetic male sterile technique developed by Knipling, which
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ing nations.

The Worldxganization (WHO) with the assistance oi"

Healt: uìe United Nations Children's Fund

(UN.ILEF) in 1955 launched a -1 malaria, bas-

ed on spraying the interior of all uuses wL DDT, s as to kill the

Anopheline vector and break the cycle. Of the 124 countries and terri-

tories in the tropics where malaria has existed, the disease has been

eradicated from 19. There are 48 other countries in which eradication

programs are in progress and an additional 37 where extensive control

programs are underway. here remain only 20 nations in malarial

areas where no yet been initiated.

i cr. .eviden-- from C happen if a

progr_a is stoppec fore erad-:cation is accon4lished, hen the cam-

paign was initiated id 1950's there were more than 2 million ca-

ses of malaria in Ceylon. By 1962 it had dropped to 31 cases and by

1963 to 17, at which point the spray program was discontinued for bud-

getary reasons. By 1967 the number of cases had jumped to 3, 000 and

96S to more than 16, 000. Before the programs could be re-estab-

lished , in late 1969, 2 million cases had .e ,.3Lred.

In summarizing the progress in this Wor16-Wide Malaria Campaign

on February 2, 1971 officials of WHO made the following statement:

Mo 000 million people have been freed from the risk of

malaria in the past 25 years, mosJ - to DDT. This is an achieve-

ment in the annals of ptfo ic health. But even today 329

'ected from malaria through DDT spray-
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ing operations for malaria control or totL__.

provement in health resulting from malaria campaigns has bro-

k 'cious circle rerty

beneics: increased produLtion of rice (a vheat.) because t..u.e laboi for-

ce is able to work; opening of vast areas for agricultural production:

India, Fie:: , Taiwa_. only subsistance

agriculture was possible before.

The safety record of DDT to man is tru y remarkable. At the height

oduction 400, 000 tons a year were used for agricult,- forestry,

public health, etc. Yet in spite of prolonged exposure by hundreds of

millions of seosle, and the heavy occupational exposure of considerable

numbers, the only confirmed cases of inju y have been the result of mas-

sive accidental or suicidal swallowin o DLO There is no evidence in

man that DDT is causing cancer or genetic change."

Although more than 1,400 chemicals have been tested by 0 for

use in malarial campaigns, only two have shown promise and both of

these are far inferior to DDT.

Despite the wild rhetoric of the environmentalists about the DDT pol-

lution of th Or d, its getting into the food ch-,and causT untold

damage to both human and wild life, as mor?,- IL-lore E evidence

accumulates, the charges _-.kat DDT beco e less and less convincing.

There, of course, is evidence that man and most species of birds, fish

- that have been examined have small qu ities of DDT and/or

other pounds such as polychlorinated bi-phenyls in their fat.
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of the dominoes. But it is the toughest of all to knock out beca.use of its

excellent known contributions and safety record. As soon as DDT is suc-

cessfully there will be a push for the banning of all chlorinated

hydrocarbons, then in order, the organic phosphates and carbamate in-

secticides. Once the task is finished on insecticides, they will attack

the weed killers, and eventually the fungicides. As a matter of fact, by

default, they have already been successful in having organic mercury

seed disinfectants and slimeicides for papermills banned. This ban

was achieved during all of the confusion resulting from finding mercury

in fish, first in fresh water species, in the Great Lakes, and rivers of

the U.S.A., and subsequently in both tuna and swordfish. The ridicu-

lous of some of this rhetoric came to light recently when someone ana-

lysed tuna caught 90 years ago and found it contained about the sa_me le-

vel of mercury as those caught today. Moreover, it has been shown that

swordfish recently caught in ocean waters hundreds of miles from possible

industrial contamination contained 1 to 2 p.p. m. of mercury. This in-

dicates clearly that both tuna and swordfish are picking up the loi,v levels

of mercury from the ocean food chains, of which this metal has always

been a part.

If the use of pesti-4des in the U.S.A. were to be completely banned,

crop losses would p- 7.1y soar to 50%, and food prices would increase

4 to E o then would provide for the food needs of the low income

groups? Certainly not the privileged environmentalists.
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Aricultural Fertilizers and Their Effect on the Environmen

Soil inferti ity is the greE.,:.:, curse of the densely populated

developing nations of the world. Continuous cropping over centuries

of time has depleted the soil of one or more of the essential plant

The result is that grain yields have reached equilibrium

at a very low level, generally between 500 to 800 kilos per hectare.

Since the per capita area of land that is available for cultivation in

these countries is very limited and cannot be appreciably expanded,

most of the population lives in poverty at near the starvation level.

The only way that this vicious cycle can b ken is by the restoration

of the limiting plant nutrients to a level ermits the production

of high grain yield's. This can be .-j.eved by ap e p2,f.;

kind and a ount of fertno:. L-1-1.C22...; of these ecm-'-nfons the

major elements limiting crop yields are nitrogen arLc OIOSjhate,

although in some soil types potassium may also be limiting, Under

certain situations, one or more of the minor elements must also be

added in combination with the proper dosages of major elements, in

order to restore high yields.

The breakthroughs in wheat, rice and maize production that

is being achieved by the Green Revolution in a number of countries

could not have been realized without the application of heavy doses

of the right kind of fertilizers. A great e------713:n in the production

and application of chemical fertilizers is d in the deve__

nations in the next decade if these nations are to revolutionize their
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agriculture.
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understand the magnitude of the plant and that the

use of these organic materials can do but little to solve the fertilizer

needs of the world. In the past several years they have won a sur-

prising number of converts to the organic food fad, d many of the con-

verts are people who should have been separate facts from fancy.

Environmentalists have recently ta.Len up a crusade against

eutrophication. Eutrophication refers to the process of enrichment

of waters of lakes, ponds and rivers with nutrients which in turn gives

rise to an increase in growth of all aquatic life, including plankton,

algae and higher forms of aquatic plants. Eutrophication, consequently,

can detract from the recreational values of lakes for boating, sailing

and swimming. When aquatic plant growth is unusually great, espe-

cially in small shallow lakes, it may deplete the oxygen content of

the water to a level where some species of fish cannot survive in it.

It may also in some cases affect the odor and taste of water and thus

increase costs of providing potable water for city or urban needs.

Within the past three years some so-called ecologists and their

alarmist followers have taken up the cry that the eutrophication-pro-

cess can disturb "the balance-of nature" to such an extent that it could

lead to "the death of ti-e huma.n family". They often state and imply

that one of the prina ry causes for the accelerated rate of eutrophication

is ag - 'al fertilizers.

Natural eutrophication with marsh formation is the eventual

fate of most shallow- fresh water bodies of water having drainage outlets.
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Eutrophication is not a new process as some environmentalists ap-

parently believe. It has obviously taken place since early geologic

time in many different parts of the planet earth. Eutrophication,

in fact, is the first phase of the process, which has provided man

with his fossil fuels, lignite, anthracite, natural gas and even the

gasoline that provides the power to take the environmentalists to

their favorite lake abode. In more recent prehistoric time, the vast

peat bogs of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan and south-central

Canada were formed by the process of eutrophication. In Minnesota

alone there are 7 million acres of peat bog, containing more than

6.8 billion tons of peat, dry weight, and 102 million tons of nitrogen

and 5.5 million tons of phosphorus that owe their origin to this

process. All of these bogs or swamps were formed before ti-e re was

any farmi.ng in the area. The rate of eutrophication is not controlled

simply by the amount of nutrients present or entering the lake. It

depends upon a complex interrelationship of climatic, physical,

chemical and biologic factors, affecting the lake metabolism. The

metabolism of the lake is influenced by the depth, size and shape of

the basin, the geologic material of the area, temperature, nutrient

input and perhaps many other undescribed factors. It is possible to

see advanced eutrophication in lakes surrounded by farms, but there

are also lakes surrounded by farms with no eutrophication. Similarly

one can see lakes in advanced stages of eutrophication surrourded by

undisturbed forests, and other lakes only a few miles away in the same
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forests, with no eutrophication.

The nutrients which have been studied most in connection with

eutrophication are nitrogen and phosphorus. G. E. Smith estimates

that if other factors are favorable, plant growth is not limited until

the concentration of nitrogen in water drops below 1 to 2 parts per

million, and until phosphate concentration falls below 50 parts per

billion. Let us recall that from 5 to 10 kilos of nitrogen per hectare

in rural areas, and 15 to 35 kilos per hectare near cities and coal

burning industries are added each year by rainfall alone. This quan-

tity of nitrogen is enough to support aquatic plant growth. This amount,

moreover, is supplemented by additional quantities from seepage and

silt from both undisturbed forest land and unfertilized farm land.

It seems ridiculous, therefore, that legislation is being proposed,

and in some states of the USA has already been adopted, to ban the

use of phosphate detergents, and to restrict the use of nitrogenous

fertilizers, when there are already sufficient quantities of these nu-

trients in our lakes a.nd rivers to support rapid eutrophication whenever

other factors are favorable for aquatic plant growth. It is doubly

idiotic to even consider such action while we continue to dump count-

less billions of gallons of raw sewage-one of the best of all fertilizers

for aquatic pla.nts- into our lakes and rivers. Lake Erie alone receives

40 billion gallons of raw sei.vage annually. Is there any wonder that

it is sick, if not dead, as some say? This action certainly justifies

labeling those recommending such legislation with the old English
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saying "Penny wise and pound foolish".

Modern crop production technology not only provides more food, but
provides other indirect benefits to society

Many of today's environmentalists and affiliated doom sayers

discredit science and technology and blame it for all of the ills of our

present society. They never indicate, for example, what shape the

world would now be with respect to food and fiber production, were

it not for the new technology which has greatly increased crop yields.

A recent study by Barrons ill the USA clearly indicates the.

increase in efficiency in food, feed, oil and fiber crop yield and

-,;:.on over the past 30 years. He inclJ'7 this study the

17 food, feed, oil and fiber crops that were sown on a million acres

during the 1968-70 period. The average figures for a-,a

yield per acre and total p-- for each of tle se ciz.:

were calculated. The same calculations were made for the same

crops for the 1938-40 period.

Using the average yield and production figure for each of the

crops for the 1968-70 period as a base, calculations were made for

each crop to determine the area that would have been required to

provide the same total output using the 1938-40 yield figures. The

results are startling. The area of 281 million acres cultivated to

these crops in 1968-70 produced enough to meet the domestic needs

of the USA, with an additional amount of produce for export, valued

at 7 billion dollars. The amount of additional land that would have
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been required to produce the same quantities of these products using

1938:10yields and technology would have been 291.9 million acres,

more than double the area under cultivation in 1970. Much of the

increase in per acre yield and total production in 1970 compared

1940, was due to the increased use of chemicals
cially fertilizers, insecticides and weed killers. -Jrcved

practices and better seed unclottbtecily also played a role.

Within the past decade because of the improved technology and

higher yields it has been possible to re: 0 million acres from

cultivati -ra and still meet both the domestic a.nd e 717,' e ds for

agricultural 3. Were the 1.940

technology, howrer, not would, Y,-1.e u million acres now held

in reserve be back luc:7 o eover, an additional area

acre: ave been o culti-

vation. In reality it would require considerably more th 241.9

million acres of additional land since the quality of the land would

have been poorer than that now in cultivation. In order to have brought

under cultivation an additional 241.9 acres d perhaps con-

more because of the poorer land quality) it have

beeil. necessary to open to cultivation lands that in a larg:: part would

be rolling or semi-arid, and consequ-_-. lnerable to erosion by

water and wind. It would also have required clearing the forests

from large areas so as to meet the food, feed, oil and fiber needs of

the nation. Now reflect on the additional havoc that this expansion of

cultivated area would have done to wildlife habit, and especially on
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rare and endangered species of animals and birds that are already on

the brink of extinction.

Looking at it from another angle 291.9 million acres of land,

an area roughly equivalent to the total land area of the USA east of the

Mississippi river and south of the Ohio river, is today available for

other uses, because of the 'improvements in crop production techno-

logy that la s taken place in the past 30 years. These uses include

recreation, wildlife and forestry.

It would appear that if the magniloquent environmentalists and

conservation organizations were not so myopic, they would change

their tactics and not discourage the use of agricultural chemicals,

but encourage their use. For higher yields per cultivated area means

less land is required for the food and fiber production and more is

available for other uses, especially wildlife, fcestry and recreation.

Although Barrons study was made in the USA, it behooves all

mankind to increase the efficiency of agriculture throughout the world

if we wish to alleviate human suffering, conserve wildlife and improve

recreational opportunities. TJnless the food production of East Africa

is expanded to meet the growing food neecs, the large animals in the

Game Reserves of East Africa will be poached out of existence within

the n three decades. Similarly, the elephant, tiger, and peacock

will perish from India because of population pressure.
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It is hard to understand why the conservation organizations

and environmentalists have taken a negative rather than positive view

in trying to protect wildlife. Why have they not promoted research

and fought for more funds for game management in general? Why

have they not fought for more funds for research so ti-a t qualified

scientists can be assigned to study the reasons why certain threatened

species are on the verge of extinction, and whether it is feasible to try

to save them? Why have they not been aggresive in obtaining funds

to study the biology of "the red tide" that periodically takes a tremendous

toll of thousands of tons of fish in the coastal waters of the USA,

instead of spending their time and energies crying "the villain at

DDT or mercury" whenever they see a few dead fish in one of the

lakes or rivers? Why do they not spend more of their energies and

funds on educating the public on the adverse effects of population

pressure and rampant population growth on wildlife and the en.vironment?

How many of the US public, for example, know that more than 100,000

deer are killed each year by automobiles, whereas everyone is informed

in the press or television whenever a few birds or fishes are found

dead, presumably -but not necessarily proven- from a pesticide?

Imag-ic_e the rhetoric that would be produced if 100,000 deer

were killed by a pesticide.

I have been a great admirer of the spendid work that has been

done by game management experts in the USA in re-establishing

species such as the wild turkey that was nearly extinct. Under wise
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management and protection many other species of wildlife have made

spectacular comebacks. The t:: :::::us success of the int.'D n

=hinese ring-neck the ian and Chukkar

pa_ idge are other tremend__.3 accompliments0 The research

that has brought under c the lamprey, that threatened the survival

of the lake trout is another t: ous achievement; so is the introduction

of Coho salmon into Lake Michigan and Lake Superior, The breeding

of faster growing and more sturdy salmon is another tremendous step

forward e

what I have said many times before: Without thinking

consevatic,dsts and T!nvironmentalists, both in and out of government

ly int.fod people in the co muniCations media have

d on a cru a end the use of agricul al che ica s,

such 'cides and fertilizers. They give no thought to the end

result of ...uch ac on: the eventual starvation and political chaos that

ill plague . Why is this short-sighted policy pursued?

And now, in closing, I relinqu sh the final testimony to

Dr John Carew, who will z:ntly plead the case for mankind, and

also ndicate the consequences .of being swayed by the seductive siren

of the p ivileged fe if the Naked Ape, who now stands ready to act,

at the c ossroad- makes the wrong decision:

IN BLLT2 WITH NATURE
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In the beginning
There was Earth; beautiful and wild;
And then man came to dwell.
At first, he lived like other animals
Feeding himself on creatures and plants around him,
And this was called IN BALANCE WITH NATURE.
Soon man multiplied.
He grew tired of ceaseless hunting for food;
He built homes and \Tillages,
Wild plants and animals were domesticated.
Some men became Farmers so that others might become

Industrialists, Artists, Doctors, Lawyers or Bureaucrats
And this was called Society.
Man and Society progressed.
With his God-given ingenuity-, man learned to feed,

clothe, protect, and transport himself more
efficiently so he might enjoy Life.

He built cars, houses on top of each other, and nylon.
And life was more enjoyable.
The men called Farmers became efficient.
A single farmer grew food for 41 Industrialists, Artists

and Doctors
And Writers, Engineers, and Teachers as well.
To protect his crops and animals, the Farmer produced

substances to repel or destroy Insects, Diseases and
Weeds.

These were called Pesticides.
Similar substances were made by Doctors to protect

humans.
These we called Medicine.
The Age of Science had arrived and with it came better

diet and longer, happier lives for more members of
Society.

Soon it came to pass
Th3.t certain well-fed members of Society
Disapproved of the Farmer using Science.
They spoke harshly of his techniques for feeding,

protecting and preserving plants and animals.
They deplored his upsetting ti-e Balance of Nature;
They longed for the Good Old Days.

And this had emotional appeal to the rest of Society.

By this time Farmers had become so efficient, Society
gave them a new title: Unimportant Minority.

Because Society could not ever imagine a shortage of
food

Laws were passed abolishing Pesticides, Fertilizers, and
Food Preservatives
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Insects, Diseases, and Weeds flourished.
Crops and animals died.
Food became scarce.
To survive, Lawyers, Bureaucrats, Industrialists, Artists

and Doctors were forced to grow their own food.
They were not very efficient.
People and governments fought wars to gain more

agricultural land.
Millions of people were exterminateel.
The remaining few lived like animals,
Feeding themselves on creatures and plants around them,
And this was called IN BALANCE WITH NATURE.

The Naked Ape is impressed. He chooses the road of the many

for he does not want to begin the struggle all over again "stalking_

animals with a club in one hand and a rock in the othe . As he now

begins to climb along the newly chosen road we can hear him mumble:

"But why won't mankind learn to use the brain and mind

with which he ed, whict mits hi_m., unlike all

other scies, to take stock of himself and project ahead

to se creat difficulties that will be forthcoming

-from hunger, explo,-, ployment, inadequate housing,

clothin;:4 .,clucation, worsening difficulties with trans-

portation alad communications, lessening opportunities

for recreation, a ing rate of depletion of non-renewable

resources, and a worsening situation with the environment

as well as increasing problems with social, political and

civil chaos- if he insanely insists on trying to compete

reproductively with the highly fertile aphids?

Unless man aiDa:,-):=Ions this folly, he will flunk the imperative:
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Evolve or Perish, and leave behind only his imprint in

the book of rocks".

And now, as he climbs further up the mountainous road and

his voice is almost lost in distance, we hear him add:

"And why don't scientists resist the academic imperative:

Publish or Perish, so as to minimize the publication of

articles with maybe-truths, mini-truths and over-exaggerated

truths. And when they are considering reform, why don't

they cast off some of their ove sophistication and replace

it with that exceedingly rare quality: Common sense?"

Norman E. Borlaug

10/26/71.






